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◼

Controlled Digital Lending (or Secure Digital Lending)
◼

Controlled Digital Lending is the practice where libraries lend digital
surrogates in the same manner that they lend their print holdings,

putting controls in place to prevent users from redistributing or
copying the digitized version when appropriate.
◼

DEFINITIONS

Assumptions:
◼

Own:Loan : Libraries keep the number of copies they circulate
consistent with the number of copies they own

◼

Authentication / Authorization: Access to the collection of digital
surrogates is governed by the same borrowing rules as print materials
in the collection, but by the same authentication scheme used by their
electronic resources.

◼

Loan Policy: Whatever a library may do for a print book, they may use
the digital surrogate in the same way (general circ, course reserves,
inter-library lending)

◼

Technical Restrictions: Libraries will restrict the copying of content
(through printing, etc) within the work to protect the intellectual
property of the work.
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Circulation / Course Reserves – institutional
circulation
Inter-Library Lending – library to library lending
as well as brokers/borrowing networks

SUBGROUPS
File Formats – recommendations for access and
preservation copies as well as
Asset Sharing – Discovery, Description, Sharing of
Assets between institutions

ARCHITECTURES - ASSUMPTIONS
◼ We already have the technologies we need to do this…
◼ Digital Asset Management System
◼ Physical Asset Management System / Integrated Library Solutions
◼ Authentication / Authorization systems

◼ New configurations … we’ve just never
◼ Put due dates on digital objects / non-returnables
◼ Applied loan policies to electronic materials

Standalone
Institutional
ARCHITECTURES

Consortial
Centralized

STANDALONE

◼ Standalone
◼ Own : Loan : no connection to

inventory management
◼ Link from EDS to Digital Object
◼ Market Examples: FileOpen, DIBS

◼ Standalone – local storage within application
◼ Own : Loan : no connection to inventory management
◼ Link from EDS to digital object
◼ Market Examples: FileOpen, DIBS,

STANDALONE
◼ Renewals Possible
◼ Enforceable Limits in

Printing
◼ Number of simultaneous

copies limited by policy

STANDALONE

◼ How is Own : Loan managed in

these instances?
◼

No tie to physical inventory
system

◼

Paging: Physical removal of
books from circulation stacks

◼

We do this already with course
reserves!

INSTITUTIONAL

◼

INSTITUTIONAL
◼ Institutional – storage of assets

at the institutional level
◼ Own : Loan : connection to

physical inventory management
◼ Digital loans exhibit the same

behavior as physical loans – if
no one is in the queue, they
have the option of renewing.
Institutions have the option of
recalling.

INSTITUTIONAL
LibrarySimplified
◼ Institutional – files are stored in institution-based

storage and loaned to patrons and other libraries…
◼ Access Permissions are based on patron types/loan

policies
◼ Link from Catalog to Web-Reader and/or Mobile

File
◼ Exciting thing about librarySimplified/LYRASIS

Palace is that it combines ebooks and CDL objects
into a single mobile app, instead of multiple apps for
different providers/vendors

◼ Course Reserves – non-technical / remove from physical

access temporarily while item is being used for class, etc.
◼ Real-Time Paging – when digital object is checked out, the

physical item is physically pulled from the shelf by paging staff
◼ Requestability – physical item is moved offsite, requestability of

physical item is removed when digital object is circulated.
Requestability is restored when digital item is checked back in.
If item is physically checked out, digital item is not available.
◼ Dark Archive - Once something is digitized, physical item is

held as preservation copy, digital copy is the ONLY copy that
circulates

OWN : LOAN
SCENARIOS

INSTITUTION HAPPY PATH

◼ Consortial – Assets are shared between members
◼ Guiding Idea: Any patron can ask for any member
◼
◼

CONSORTIAL

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

institution’s copy
Access to additional copies of digital objects depends on
loaded bibliographic holdings
Own : Loan : real-time connection to member inventory
management systems
Link from catalog/discovery to shared digital asset
management system
Core problem is providing access/authorization to digital
object from institution that might have different SSO
Central system opens/closes access to objects to
individuals at local or other institutions
Members tend to be affiliates with one another
(community-owned)
Market Examples: Project ReShare

CONSORTIUM: HAPPY PATH

◼ Central – storage of assets to a centralized system
◼ Own : Loan : connection to subscriber inventory

management systems OR digitized items in dark
storage
◼ Link from union catalog to shared digital asset

management system
◼ Authentication may be federated, success logging into

CENTRALIZED

local institution may allow access to another
institution’s asset
◼ Central system opens/closes access to objects to

individuals at local or other institutions
◼ Members tend to have common relationship with

vendor instead of one another (vendor-based
community)
◼ Market Examples: HathiTrust, Internet Archive, Ex

Libris Rapido (networks of networks)

CENTRALIZED: HAPPY PATH

◼ Broker – intermediary where requests are collected

and shuttled between institutional or consortial CDL
systems via ISO:18626 or other protocol
◼ Interoperability is about mediating requests in an ILL

BROKER

marketplace rather than providing a centralized
hosting solution.
◼ Files may be uploaded for a segment of users, but the

primary function is switchboard operator
◼ Moving request and supply messages is the core

function of this software and digital / physical asset
management is the problem of institution / consortia
software

CDL CHALLENGES
◼ Inter-operability
◼

If your institution is an institutional CDL implementer, does this mean you can’t take advantage of consortial CDL or
CDL-ILL?

◼

In the consortial model, how might one borrowing network gain access to another borrowing network’s assets?

◼

If you are in the central / consortial model and leave, do you have access to the assets that reflect your holdings?

◼

If your institution uses a file-based solution, how do you make sure the supplier from another institution provides a
compatible file/solution?

◼ Compatibility
◼

Do the information standards for requesting, bibliographic description and supplying account for CDL use cases?
◼

ISO 18626:2021 – YES!

◼

OpenURL – MAYBE?

◼

MARC holdings syntax for CDL – NOT YET

OTHER CHALLENGES
◼ What happens when libraries own a print copy, but there is not another print version to

buy (out of print) for additional CDL copies? Can publishers play a role here?
◼ Your software should not determine who you lend to - how can we avoid the “gated

communities” of vendor-based CDL systems?
◼ (Stretch Goal) A single app to rule them all? - To what extent can CDL channels be

interoperable with other digital lending channels such as ebook licenses, ebook ILL and
delivering open access content within the same reader (LibrarySimplified vision)
◼ (Stretch Goal) Are there scholarship possibilities with all this fulltext being digitized? How

can libraries and publishers collaborate to enable access and facilitate new study?
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